
 a party
game!

trivillennial
PLAY AT HOME FOR FREE!

GAME RULES

Download & Print 100 Trivia question cards from 10 Categories that define 
the millennial generation. [Cut the cards to size from the sheets for full effect.]

Play with your roomies IRL or with friends virtually through the screen. Tag us when you 
play because we want to laugh too :) @trivillennial created by @drunkstonedstupid.

It is our hope to be a positive source of entertainment and community during this time 
while encouraging social distancing. Please enjoy <3

Each player takes an A, B, C and D 
answer card. Print as many as needed 
for participating players.

The player who is reading this is the 
quizmaster first. 

The quizmaster selects a category and 
randomly draws a card from that 
section. They read the question and all 
four possible answers aloud.

All the players, except the quizmaster, 
answer the question answer the 
question by placing their A, B, C or D 
answer card facedown.

The quizmaster now reveals the 
correct answer (which is printed upside 
down on the bottom of the card 
underneath the question).

Players simultaneously show answer 
cards. Correct answers get one point.

The player to the left of the quizmaster 
is the new quizmaster and play 
continues.  

First player to 10 points wins. 
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1. I completely missed the answer cards- if we 
could include 1 sheet with 2 sets of A, B, C, D 
answer cards as well that would be great. Before 
the question cards start.
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answer cards

A B C D



A

B

C

D

trivillennial: food

ANSWER D

Serrano

Ghost pepper

Habanero

Carolina Reaper

What kind of pepper is used 
in Paqui’s infamous One Chip 
Challenge?

A

B

C

D

trivillennial: food

ANSWER A

T-Rex

Brachiosaurus

Triceratops

Stegosaurus

Which of these dinos is not usually 
represented in Yummy Dino Buddies 
chicken nuggets?

A

B

C

D

trivillennial: food

ANSWER B

Lunchables

Hot Pockets

Lean Cuisine

DiGiorno

What food item did Jim Ga�gan 
destroy in his 2005 comedy special 
Beyond the Pale while singing 
variations of its jingle?

A

B

C

D

trivillennial: food

ANSWER D

Carl’s Senior

Burger Queen

Jose’s Tacos

Big Kahuna Burger

What fictional fast-food restaurant is 
featured in the scene in Pulp Fiction 
when Jules is interrogating Brett?

A

B

C

D

trivillennial: food

ANSWER C

Hawaii

China

Japan

California

Where did poke originate?

A

B

C

D

trivillennial: food

ANSWER D

Gave the president of 
Tanzania a lifetime supply of 
Pizza Hut

Started the world’s largest 
man-made fire to promote its 
wood-fired pizza

Built a literal hut out of pizza 
in Tanzania

Pulled o� the highest-altitude 
pizza delivery at the summit 
of Mount Kilimanjaro

How did Pizza Hut celebrate 
Tanzania becoming the 100th 
country to open a Pizza Hut?

A

B

C

D

trivillennial: food

ANSWER A

Cheese

A cucumber

An egg

A tomato

In 2019, the world record for number 
of likes on Instagram was taken over 
(from Kylie Jenner) by a photo of 
what food?

A

B

C

D

trivillennial: food

ANSWER B

Hot Nuts

Fire My Balls

Cake Balls

The Man-Mosa

Which of these is not a real cocktail 
made with Fireball Cinnamon 
Whisky?

A

B

C

D

trivillennial: food

ANSWER D

Salmon

Ratatouille

Omelette

Soup

In the movie Ratatouille, what is the 
first dish prepared by Remy (the rat) 
for which everyone gives garbage 
boy Linguini credit? 

A

B

C

D

trivillennial: food

ANSWER B

A bag of Doritos with taco 
fillings added in

A hard taco with a shell made 
out of Nacho Cheese Doritos 
chips

A taco with crushed Doritos 
on it 

A taco with cheese sauce 
made from liquified Doritos

What exactly is a Doritos Locos 
Taco?
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A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: entertainment

ANSWER D

The guacamole

The steak tacos

The fish tacos

The queso

In I Love You, Man, what does Sydney 
insist that Peter have at James’ 
Beach when they meet up to get 
drinks?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: entertainment

Girl next door

Bag-lady chic

Bohemian

Steampunk

Mary-Kate Olsen attended NYU to 
create a fashion line described by 
many as what?

ANSWER C

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: entertainment

ANSWER B

Joey Gaydos Jr. (who played Zack) 
shredded so hard that he was 
o
ered a part in a new boy band

The parents of the kid actors were 
concerned about Jack Black’s 
influence on them

Several takes had to be redone 
because Robert Tsai (who played 
Lawrence) cracked up and ruined 
the shot

The kids actually played 
instruments

Which of these statements about 
School of Rock is not true?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: entertainment

The Case of the Stolen Conch 
Shell

The Case of the Missing Kelp 
Seeds

The Case of the Octopus 
Outlaws 

The Case of the Hogfish 
Rustlers of Briny Gulch

Which of these is not a Freddi Fish 
game?

ANSWER B

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: entertainment

ANSWER A

Kristen Wiig

Amy Poehler

Rachel Dratch

Maya Rudolph

This comedic actress is married to 
filmmaker Paul Thomas Anderson.

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: entertainment

X-Wing @aliciousness

Davoin Shower-Handel

Reginald Storm Drain

D’squarius Green, Jr.

In the classic Key & Peele sketch 
“East/West College Bowl,” there are 
a litany of ridiculous names. Which 
of these is not one of them?

ANSWER B

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: entertainment

ANSWER A

“Watching you die was 
phenomenal. Great work.”

“Congratulations on your 
marvelous performance, 
everyone hates you.”

“You look like Macaulay 
Culkin.”

“You need to be more of a 
twat.”

George R. R. Martin (author of the books 
that Game of Thrones is based on) once 
wrote Jack Gleeson (the actor who plays 
King Joffrey) a letter that said what? 

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: entertainment

Cocoa Pu�s and Milk

A Fruit by the Foot

A Pop Tart

Froot Loops and Milk

In Get Out, when Rose (played by 
Allison Williams) is looking for her 
next victim she is having what as a 
snack?

ANSWER C

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: entertainment

ANSWER C

Daddy

Turd Ferguson

Señor Scrotum

Burt “I boinked your mom” 
Reynolds

In the first iteration of the SNL skit 
“Celebrity Jeopardy,” what does 
Burt Reynolds change his name to 
on the podium?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: entertainment

Cool Moustaches

Visually-striking Goofy Action 
& Adventure

War Movies with Sad Endings

Romantic Chinese Crime 
Movies

Netflix has some very, very specific 
categories for its content. Which of 
these is not a real category?

ANSWER B
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A

B

C

D

 

ANSWER A

trivillennial: politics

The distance between 
buildings

The size of bathroom stalls

The workload

The size of chairs

In 2017, which of these was deemed 
a “microaggression” at the New 
School in New York City?

A

B

C

D

 

ANSWER C

trivillennial: politics

What exactly did Bill O’Reilly say in 
his infamous (and hilarious) rant on 
Inside Edition?

“Fuck. Fuck. Fuck. Fuck. Fuck. 
Fuck. Fuck. Fuck. Fuck.”

“We’ll do it live. Fuck it! Do it 
live. I’ll write it and we’ll do it 
live! Fucking thing sucks.”

“We’ll do it live. Fuck it! Do it 
live. You’re all fired after this. 
Fucking thing sucks.”

“We’ll do it live. Fuck me god 
dammit. Fucking thing sucks.” A

B

C

D

 

ANSWER A

trivillennial: politics

A gift from Victoria’s Secret

An unusually prolonged hug

A hand-knitted sweater

A creepy, uninvited neck rub

While attending the 2006 G8 summit, 
President George W. Bush raised 
eyebrows when he gave German 
chancellor Angela Merkel what?

A

B

C

D

 

ANSWER C

trivillennial: politics

New Jersey governor Chris Christie 
was criticized after he closed a 
public beach and then did what?

Invited all his buddies there 
to play poker go jet-skiing

Went to that then-deserted 
beach with his family

Held a government fund-
raiser there that attendees 
had to pay to go to

Used the beach to dump 
waste A

B

C

D

 

ANSWER D

trivillennial: politics

The Babadook

Chucky

Ghostface

Pennywise

After this horror-movie character 
was jokingly referred to as gay on 
Tumblr, it became an LGBTQ mascot.

A

B

C

D

 

ANSWER B

trivillennial: politics

In 2013, rapper Pitbull gave the 
opening remarks at the National 
Charter Schools Conference and said 
what?

“Did you know Charles Manson 
went to a charter school? I know, 
weird, right?”

“School is where I learned to speak 
English and Spanish. I couldn’t 
speak before school.”

“They told me that Bill Cosby has 
spoken here before... someone that 
I really relate to. I also love Jell-O, 
you know.”

“I went to school once . . . Ahhh, 
I’m just kidding!” A

B

C

D

 

ANSWER A

trivillennial: politics

Anthony Weiner

John Edwards

Newt Gingrich

Mike Pence

Which of these politicians has not 
(yet) had a sex scandal?

A

B

C

D

 

ANSWER A

trivillennial: politics

In a 2014 speech, Sarah Palin said, 
“Mr. President, the only thing that 
stops a bad guy with a nuke is 
_____.” Fill in the blank.

A huge net

A huge missile launcher

Me

A good guy with a nuke A

B

C

D

 

ANSWER D

trivillennial: politics

Bowling

Surfing

Pinball

Tennis

In 2008, President Obama tried 
what (which he ended up sucking at) 
to try to woo voters?

A

B

C

D

 

ANSWER B

trivillennial: politics

In 2016, a video of conservative 
political commentator Tomi Lahren 
criticizing this person went viral. 

LeBron James

Barack Obama

Colin Kaepernick

Donald Trump
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A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: music

ANSWER C

Ohio

New Zealand

The Netherlands

Australia

Where is the singer Lorde from?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: music

Because she doesn’t write her 
own music 

Because Beyoncé’s 
album Lemonade was so 
monumental

Because she’s already won 
too many awards

Because Meryl Streep 
deserves to win every award, 
regardless of the art form

ANSWER B

In 2017, Adele won the Grammy 
Award for Album of the Year but 
said she couldn’t “possibly accept 
this award.” Why?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: music

ANSWER C

Vinyl

Flight of the Conchords

Crashing

This Is Spinal Tap

This short-lived HBO show about 
two struggling New Zealand 
musicians in New York City is a 
cult classic.

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: music

Read Lil Jon lyrics

Read passages from the 
White House exposé Fire 
and Fury

Freestyle rap

Do their best whip and nae 
nae

ANSWER B

In a segment for the 2018 Grammys, 
James Corden had celebs like Cardi 
B, John Legend, and Hillary Clinton 
do what?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: music

ANSWER B

A witch

A centaur

A zombie

An elf

At the beginning of her music video 
for “Look What You Made Me Do,” 
Taylor Swift is what supernatural 
creature?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: music

After she brought all the boys to 
the yard with her milkshake, Kelis 
did what?

Became a conductor for the 
LA Philharmonic

Started a milkshake shop in 
New York City

Found out she was lactose 
intolerant

Became a trained chef and 
wrote a cookbook

ANSWER D

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: music

ANSWER C

Hippy Kid

Breezy Lovejoy

Al Rationale

Flowers Capone

From 2009 to 2012, rapper 
Anderson .Paak went by what name?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: music

ANSWER C

Hippy Kid

Breezy Lovejoy

Al Rationale

Flowers Capone

From 2009 to 2012, rapper 
Anderson .Paak went by what name?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: music

ANSWER C

Capital Cities

Electric Guest

Alt-J

Bleachers

Jorma Taccone (from the Lonely 
Island) has an equally musical 
brother who is the frontman for 
what band?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: music

Lady Gaga wore what on the red 
carpet of the 2010 MTV Video Music 
Awards?

A see-through nun habit

A bondage-themed outfit

A dress made of raw red meat

A dress made of dead Kermit 
the Frogs

ANSWER C
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A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: technology

ANSWER A

Hoverboard

Tesla

Samsung Galaxy Note 7

iPad

Which of these devices did not have 
the unfortunate issue of catching 
on fire?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: technology

A hoodie with a noise-
canceling feature built into 
the hood

An app that will vibrate when 
it can tell you’ve been talking 
too much

An app that will mute 
everyone in the room

A mask that you put over 
your mouth so people can’t 
hear you talk on the phone

What is Hushme?

ANSWER B

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: technology

ANSWER B

Drive using one finger

Drive using eye movements

Drive using their brain waves

Drive using voice commands

Nissan’s B2V technology allows 
users to do what?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: technology

High Times magazine

The URL Marijuana.com

Five acres of (previously) 
illegal marijuana fields

A license for Google Maps

In 2011, Weedmaps acquired what 
for $4.2 million?

ANSWER C

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: technology

ANSWER B

Peach

Luigi

Bowser

Mario

In 2019, Nintendo named a new CEO 
who shared a name with what classic 
Nintendo character?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: technology

Headgear with Velcro so that you 
can strap a remote to your head

A piece of Velcro you put on your 
hand so you can’t let go of the 
remote

A utility belt with Velcro that you 
can strap remotes to

A rope with a sticky end that 
allows you to whip remotes and 
then fling them back to yourself

What is the Remote Wrangler?

ANSWER D

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: technology

ANSWER D

Friendstalker

Tweeter

Bird Words

Quickdate

Which of these names was Twitter 
almost called?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: technology

Hitting their users with ads 

Answering questions their 
users were thinking about but 
hadn’t asked yet

Letting out a very creepy 
laugh

Trying to start conversations 
with their users

In 2018, Alexa users were freaked 
out when their devices randomly 
started doing what?

ANSWER A

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: technology

ANSWER B

Blockbuster o�ered to buy 
Netflix in 2000 for $50 
million

Netflix was founded before 
Google

Netflix discontinued its DVD-
by-mail rental service

The average Netflix 
subscriber streams ninety 
minutes per day

Which is not true about Netflix?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: technology

The Model X will put on a full 
holiday performance with 
music and lights

You can use Launch Mode to 
activate a countdown before 
your car starts

You can drive down a rainbow 
road

You can toggle the navigation 
screen so that it shows the 
surface of Mars

Which of these Tesla Easter eggs is 
not real (yet)?

ANSWER C
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A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: random shit

A pig named Peter

A kangaroo named Leonardo

A falcon named Bert

ANSWER B

A peacock named Dexter

In 2018, United Airlines refused 
to allow what emotional support 
animal to board one of its planes?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: random shit

What animal is the L’Oréal Kids 
shampoo bottle supposed to be 
shaped like?

A whale

A fish

A bunny

A dolphin

ANSWER C

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: random shit

The Axe of Cenarius

The Doomhammer

The Sword of a Thousand 
Truths

ANSWER D

The Bloodhoof Runespear

In the South Park episode “Make 
Love, Not Warcraft,” what is the 
name of the weapon that Randy 
delivers via a flash drive?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: random shit

Which of these is not a slang term 
for codeine?

Code

Drank

Purple

Lean

ANSWER D

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: random shit

“Is Jennifer Lawrence 
retired?”

“Is Jennifer Lawrence good 
at archery?”

“Is Jennifer Lawrence a 
natural blonde?”

ANSWER A

“Is Jennifer Lawrence 
hispanic?”

In the Wired YouTube series 
Autocomplete Interview, Jennifer 
Lawrence answers questions people 
Googled about her. Which of these is 
not one of the questions they asked?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: random shit

What is the hook of the 2010 song 
“Bed Intruder”?

“Lock yourself in the closet”

“Hide ya kids, hide ya wife”

“Throw ya bed out the 
window”

“Get inside, don’t come out”

ANSWER C

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: random shit

Sir Ewen McShipson

Holy Ship

Benedict Boaterson

ANSWER B

Boaty McBoatface

In 2016, Britain crowdsourced the 
naming of one of its research ships 
on the internet. What name won?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: random shit

Whose name did Angelina Jolie once 
have tattooed on her arm before 
having it removed?

Jon Voight

Jonny Lee Miller

Brad Pitt

Billy Bob Thornton

ANSWER A

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: random shit

Flying drones

Riding a horse

Pushing a stroller

ANSWER A

Riding a Segway

In 2018, New Jersey o�cially 
made doing this activity while 
drunk illegal.

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: random shit

Where did the term Trololol 
originate?

A meme series on Tumblr

A Christmas song by Michael 
Bublé with nonsense words

A video of a Russian baritone 
singer

A YouTube animation of a 
troll saying “lol”

ANSWER B
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A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: trends

ANSWER B

Cardboard drink carriers

Cardboard sleeves

Plastic straws

Plastic cups

In 2018, Starbucks announced it was 
planning on getting rid of what by 
2020?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: trends

ANSWER B

Splash the Whale

Spot the Dog

Manny the Moose

Legs the Frog

Which of these was not one of the 
original nine Beanie Babies?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: trends

ANSWER C

A man died doing the 
“Gangnam Style” dance at an 
o�ce party

Psy typically performs it 
acoustically in concert 

It was the first video to be 
viewed two billion times on 
YouTube

T-Pain was one of the first 
celebs to give the music 
video a shout-out

Which of these statements about 
“Gangnam Style” is not true?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: trends

ANSWER A

Cane toads (frogs that carry 
around sticks)

Poisonous cacti

Black scorpions (the deadliest 
scorpions in the world)

Quokkas (small furry animals) 

In 2015, a trend swept Australia that 
had people taking selfies with what?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: trends

ANSWER A

“The Yeezy 350s sell 400 
thousand pair in four hours. Only 
thing close to this is the iPhone.”

“I hired the head of supply chain 
from the Gap.”

“Yeezy will hit a billion dollars [in 
2018].”

“Jesus wears Yeezys.”

Which of these claims (true or not) 
has Kanye West not made about his 
fashion line Yeezy?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: trends

ANSWER B

A coyote

A tiger

A moose

A bear

In 2014, Abercrombie & Fitch largely 
did away with huge logos on clothes. 
Previously, what animal served as its 
mascot on and o� clothes?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: trends

ANSWER A

Architect 

Comic-book writer and 
illustrator

Creative director at an ad 
agency

Tattoo artist

Everyone knows the cringe-worthy 
Ed Hardy clothes and hats, but what 
was Don Ed Hardy’s profession 
before his apparel brand took o�?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: trends

ANSWER D

Crocs

Teva

Skechers

Birkenstock

What shoe company saw a 15x jump 
in sales when baby Prince George 
wore a pair of its shoes in 2015?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: trends

ANSWER B

Human Taxi

Human Transportation

Human Transporter

Hero Trooper

The original name for the Segway 
was the Segway HT. What did the HT 
stand for?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: trends

ANSWER D

Micro Mobility Systems

Transportation Toy 
Technologies

Kid Transportation Company

Scooter Technologies

What company developed the 
beloved Razor scooter?
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A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: 15 seconds of fame

ANSWER C

Yeezys

Green-and-pink sunglasses 

Supreme fanny pack

Embroidered jorts

What is Roy Purdy’s signature 
accessory? 

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: 15 seconds of fame

What is the name of the guy who 
amputated his own arm, as depicted 
in the movie 127 Hours?

Joey Moran

Kelly Taylor

John Nelson

Aron Ralston

ANSWER D

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: 15 seconds of fame

ANSWER C

“I Want You Back”

“Hound Dog”

“I’m a Believer”

“I Heard It Through the 
Grapevine”

What is the first song in the viral 
video “Evolution of Dance”?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: 15 seconds of fame

What car does BatDad drive?

A Toyota Camry

A Toyota Sienna

A Honda Odyssey

A Chrysler Pacifica 

ANSWER C

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: 15 seconds of fame

ANSWER C

Having a perfectly round 
head

Looking like a fat Leonardo 
DiCaprio

Finding a wallet with 
$400,000 in it and returning it

Stopping a criminal by 
tripping him

Russian security guard Roman 
Burtsev became famous for what?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: 15 seconds of fame
Commonly known for the “Bed Intruder 
Song,” who was the man interviewed who 
let us know we need to hide our kids, 
wives, and husbands?

Antoine Dodson

Jared Sharp

Darin Bradley

Kevin Ruiz

ANSWER A

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: 15 seconds of fame

ANSWER C

“Call yourself a cool cat, 
lookin’ like a fool”

“Talkin’ to your mama with 
your pants on the ground”

“Hat turned sideways, pants 
hit the ground”

“With the gold in ya mouth”

Which of these is not a line from 
“Pants on the Ground”?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: 15 seconds of fame

What color shirt is the “Sittin’ on tha 
Toilet” woman wearing?

Blue

White

Red

Black

ANSWER C

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: 15 seconds of fame

ANSWER B

WonderWoman

SinghSong

Superwoman

YaGirl

What moniker does YouTuber Lilly 
Singh go by?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: 15 seconds of fame

Where did the original Scumbag 
Steve photo come from?

His Myspace photo

His rap mixtape

His yearbook photo

WorldStarHipHop

ANSWER B
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A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: controversy

ANSWER C

He threw a basketball at his 
coach’s head so hard that he 
gave him a concussion

He choked his coach

He started a coup within the 
team and got the coach fired 
in a day

He lied to his coach’s wife 
and got her to divorce him

NBA player Latrell Sprewell had a 
small disagreement with his coach 
P. J. Carlesimo. How did Sprewell 
express his frustration?

A

B

C

D

 trivillennial: controversy

ANSWER C

Jack being French but 
speaking only English for 
some reason

Jack being able to fit on the 
door with Rose

No one getting cold in 
the water even though it 
would’ve been freezing

The Titanic sinking wayyyy 
faster than it should have

What controversy in the movie 
Titanic drove the internet so crazy 
that eventually MythBusters did a 
whole segment on it?

A

B

C

D
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ANSWER B

The Africa / South Pole

The Canada / the Mexico

South Africa / the Iraq

Nambique / North Pole

Complete this quote from the 2007 Miss 
Teen USA competition: “Some people 
out there in our nation don’t have maps 
and, I believe that our, education like such 
as,____ and, ____”

A

B

C

D
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ANSWER D

It was demoted to a “dwarf 
planet”

Its name was changed to 
Pluton

Scientists discovered water 
there

It exploded

What happened to Pluto in 2006?

A

B

C

D
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ANSWER A

It depended on the quality of 
the speakers or headphones 
you were using

It depended on the volume 
you listened to it at

There were two di�erent 
videos circulating that were 
not the same

The two words were 
being played at di�erent 
frequencies

In 2018, what was the reason some 
people heard “Laurel” while others 
heard “Yanny”?

A

B

C

D
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ANSWER A

He tripped and knocked o� 
his suspenders, and his pants 
fell down

He insisted that the whole 
thing was rigged

He suggested that the 
swimsuit competition should 
“be taken a step further”

He announced the wrong 
winner

Steve Harvey made an all-time 
mistake at the 2015 Miss Universe 
pageant as the host. What 
happened?

A

B

C

D
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ANSWER B

Oreos

Starbursts

Skittles

M&M’s

Donald Trump Jr. compared Syrian 
refugees to what in a 2016 tweet?

A

B

C

D
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ANSWER C

The Second Cumming

The Fappening 

The Pleasuring

MasturGate

This leak of nude celeb photos in 
2014 was given what catchy name?

A

B

C

D
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ANSWER B

He won’t allow his son to play 
with dolls

He wears shirts only once, 
then throws them away

He doesn’t go down on his 
wife

He pees in the shower

On the radio show The Breakfast 
Club in 2014, what did DJ Khaled 
divulge?

A

B

C

D
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ANSWER C

It refused to serve nuggets

It’s closed on Sundays, when 
the Falcons play

It had only one cashier, and 
lines were hours long

It was available only to 
people sitting in suites for 
Falcons games

Chick-fil-A opened a location in 
the Atlanta Falcons’ stadium, but 
there’s just one problem. What’s the 
problem?
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A

B

C

D
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ANSWER D

Wore dog masks after their 
win

Wrote “Dog” over their 
names on the back of their 
jerseys

Tweeted “Yep, we’re going 
to lose” before the game and 
after they won

Put a $10,000 bet on 
themselves to win

In 2018, Philadelphia Eagles players 
Lane Johnson and Chris Long did 
what in response to being underdogs 
to the lower-seeded Atlanta Falcons?

A

B

C

D
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Michael Jordan’s jersey-
retirement ceremony

Michael Jordan’s daughter’s 
graduation

A Lionel Richie concert

Michael Jordan’s Hall of Fame 
induction

Of course we all know the “crying 
Jordan” meme, but where was that 
photo taken?

ANSWER B

A

B

C

D
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ANSWER D

Simmons wasn’t technically 
a rookie 

Simmons was dating a 
Kardashian/Jenner

Simmons was too good, so it 
wasn’t fair

Simmons took borderline 
illegal supplements

Ben Simmons won the 2018 NBA 
Rookie of the Year award, but Donovan 
Mitchell (among others) argued he 
shouldn’t be eligible for it. Why?

A

B

C

D
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Pardon My Take

Pardon the Interruption

KFC Radio

First Take

What podcast from Barstool Sports 
is hosted by Big Cat and PFT 
Commenter?

ANSWER D

A

B

C

D
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ANSWER D

His unbelievably bad golf 
swing 

Being a spokesperson for the 
Vitamix blender

His line of sleepwear for men

Winning countless professional 
eating competitions

Besides being a Hall of Fame 
basketball player and an NBA 
analyst, Charles Barkley is most 
famous for what?

A

B

C

D
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Markiplier

Ninja

PewDiePie

Shroud

Richard Tyler Blevins is a video 
game streamer better known by 
what name?

ANSWER C

A

B

C

D
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ANSWER B

“I’d like to take this chance to 
apologize to absolutely nobody.”

“Your little gazelle friends are 
going to be staring through the 
cage, looking at you getting your 
carcass eaten alive.”

“After the fight, I’m going to skin 
him and turn him into a rug to go 
in front of my fireplace!”

“Sorry I’m late. I just don’t give 
a fuck.”

Conor McGregor is a well-known 
showman and trash-talker. Which of 
these is not something he has said?

A

B

C

D
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Dennis Rodman

Steve Nash

Charles Barkley

Floyd Mayweather

An unlikely friendship blossomed 
between Kim Jong-Un and what 
American athlete?

ANSWER D

A

B

C

D
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ANSWER B

The shark was in South Africa, 
and Michael was in California 

The shark was tired and didn’t 
feel like swimming 

He raced a fake shark

He got scared and decided 
not to do it

In a highly promoted event, Michael 
Phelps was supposed to race a great 
white shark for Discovery Channel’s Shark 
Week. Unfortunately, the event was a big 
disappointment. Why?

A

B

C

D
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Crying

Playing Madden NFL

Staring blankly

Stu�ng his face with nachos

During Super Bowl 50, after Peyton 
Manning scored a game-winning 
touchdown, the camera panned to the 
ecstatic Manning family, but what was his 
brother Eli doing? 

ANSWER A
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